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this talk

• redshifts for cosmology 
• the case for low resolution spectroscopy 
• MKIDs as a tool for cosmology 
• R&D plan for MKIDs 
• Conclusion
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Two ways to determine redshift

Photo-Z : imaging with few filters 
spectroscopy : spectrum of pre-selected objects
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Traditional Photo-Z machine : DECam

focal plane 
with many 

CCD sensors 
(600Mpix)

filter changer 

wide field 
corrector
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spectroscopy machine

DESI
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LSST will produce photometric data for 20,000 sq-deg to magnitude 27.  
Redshift will be estimated from the colors of the objects.

We will never have enough spectroscopic instruments to follow up all 
these observations using current technology.

Were are we going to be after LSST?
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 DARK ENERGY SPECTROSCOPIC INSTRUMENT (DESI)

• 4 m telescope in Arizona
• 5000 fiber, 3 arm spectrograph, 
• R~4000 
• Spectra for 1800 objects/deg2 (~10% of 

available galaxies)  
• Magnitude limit ~22.5, z~3.5 
• Will cover 14,000 deg2 in 3 years 
• 20 M galaxies, 0.6 M QSO

Starting  construction in soon… 

This technology is not enough to address the need.

NOT enough!



Good news: Low Resolution Spectroscopy cal help a lot
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Castander et al 2008

Mpc
Low resolution could get us a lot of information
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Gastanaga et al 2011Low Resolution Spectroscopy
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Low resolution could get us a lot of information



PAU
Physics of the Accelerating Universe

http://www.pausurvey.org/

This project takes does photometry in 40 
filter. It is starting to operate now. The 
point is a lot of cosmology could be 
done with low resolution spectroscopy

The issue is that if you use 40 filters, you 
are discarding 39/40 of the photons on 
each observation. A DES like survey would 
take 40 years instead of 5.

Example of potential of 
BAO measurement with 
10 times better photo-z. 
Castander et al 2008.
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http://www.pausurvey.org/


Low spectral resolution, big fixes, all sky! 



Another low resolution spectroscopy example : PRIMUS

This is data, not simulation. 
Primus with R~100 gets in 
real 5% failure rate in the 
best 50% sample, and 8% 
failure in the rest.

failure rate in redshift measurements with low-res spectra



Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors could be a 
technology for high volume low resolution 

spectroscopy without filters.



limitation of Si semiconductor detectors…

For visible or near-IR photon, 
you get a single e-hole pair.  

Energy gap ~ 1eV
No information about incident 
photon energy



superconductors overcome this limitation

Quasiparticles are created when a 
photon hits a SC (Cooper pairs 
broken)

Nqp = ηhν/Δ  
Δ : Energy gap ~ 0.001 eV 
η: is an efficiency ~ 0.6 

Number of quasiparticles is proportional to photon energy!
~5000 quasiparticles for a visible photon 



Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors 

Superconductor sensors with “easy” frequency 
multiplexing



Each pixel is tuned to a different frequency. Photons each a pixel and move 
the resonance for that pixel. Digital FM radio. 

Large array of superconducting detectors are NOW possible. 



MKIDs also give you the arrival 
time for the object with usec 
resolution.

Imaging with this time resolution 
allows for tip/tilt corrections offline, 
and also usec astronomy.
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MKID pixel- designed by B.Mazin (UCSB)

Current performance R=E/∆E~10, the sensors should be able 
to achieve R~100. Lot’s of R&D still needed. DAQ is a big 
challenge. 

capacitor

inductor 
(need microlens)

RF feedline

10k pixels in a sensor 
4-8 GHz
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Pixel 1: Q=187k , f0=6.09143 Ghz

S1 S2

MKID

I : in phase with S1

Q : 90o with respect to S1

Q

I

Q & I measured relative to S1 
S21 is the sum in quadrature of Q & I

S21

freq. (Ghz)
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Change in quasi-particle density equivalent to low Energy X-ray photon (~3keV)
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There is still a lot of work 
to do

1-S21

• Pixel overlap
• Pixel non-uniformity (Q)
• Pixel spacing  

Frequency (GHz)



R= E/δE = 16 @250nm

Theoretical limit for the MKIDs is 
R=180… there is still ways to go.

Q is not always the same.
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Mazin at al 2013.(arXiv:1306.4674)
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 lab data the UCSB group has done 
huge progress. Now we 
need to invest more 
resources to make then 
viable for Dark Energy.

rate issues

yield issues

noise



Recognized by P5 as a technology that could 
dramatically leverage investments.



Make large pixels, and use mask to select a galaxy for each pixel. 100,000 
spectroscopic channels in 1 square deg. is possible (20x DESI). 
Resolution R~100.  White paper to Snowmass 2013. Large project after 
LSST. (See comment from P5)

GigaZ/MegaZ :  Photo-z machine
• Marsden et al 2013
• LOI ESO 2014 (Oxford,Fermilab,UCSB)
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Marsden et al 
2013.

This paper 
discusses what is 
possible with an 
MKID base 
survey. Some 
aspects of the 
science with 
MKIDs after 
LSST are 
presented.

There is still a lot 
of work to do in 
this area.
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plots from Scott Dodelson

How well could we measure the 
power spectrum if we reduce 
the redshift error in LSST from 
0.1 to 0.01. From R~5 (5 filters) 
to R~50 (MKIDs)?

GR versus non-local gravity. 
The logarithmic derivative of the 
growth function as a function of 
redshift; this is directly 
measured in spectroscopic 
surveys capable of probing 
redshift space distortions. 
(arXiv:1310.4329)



Challenges for this technology

➢ Sensor performance: need to improve R, closer to theory limit 

➢Number of channels per feed line is currently limited to digital signal processing 
and ADC speed. 

➢MKID packaging is not mechanically or thermally viable for a large array.

➢MKID DAQ: Data rates on the scale of a particle physics experiment. 

UCSB, Oxford and Fermilab interested in developing large instruments with 
MKIDs. The current plan includes building an instrument at FNAL to be 
installed at SOAR to address these challenges. Ongoing tests at Palomar. Also 
Darkness, a Coronograph developed by UCSB.



Current status:
Tests done now: UCSB, Caltech, FNAL, Oxford, JPL
September/October 2014

• Palomar 200” ARCONS array with latest wafer
• Hot pixels and “cosmic ray” noise greatly reduced
• > 75% pixels working; R = 5
• Targets Observed:  

– 1SWASP J000205 (W Uma with reference star)
– J0303 magnet wd eclipsed by M-dwarf
– PSR J0337 (triple system)
– Supernova PSN234416 + host galaxy image/spectroscopy
– Ring nebula, NGC6751
– X2 ULX in core of M82



The ARCONS Camera

44x46 pixels 
Lick and Palomar 
30 nights 
observing 

First Papers: 
Excess Optical Enhancement Observed with ARCONS for  
Early Crab Giant Pulses Strader et al. 2013 (ApJL) 

Direct Detection of SDSS J0926+3624 Orbital Expansion with  
ARCONS Szypryt et al. 2013 (MNRAS) 

… not dark energy yet.
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10k R&D instrument for Dark Energy (for 4m SOAR telescope)

Baseline
➢ 10K pixels
➢ 0.3’’ pixel scale
➢ 80x125 pixels
➢ Band: 350-1350 nm
➢ R423=30

➢ Maybe Mini-Mosaic with 2 sensors
➢ Scalable electronics 
➢ Scalable packaging

The main goal is to demonstrate the scalability of the technology. 
Baseline is one 10k array (2 would make it more fun!) 

80pix

125pix

~2.5cm
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Critical: Scalable electronics 
being developed at FNAL and 
UCSB together.

DAQ crate concept. Each 
crate with 10 systems reads 
10K pix.



Conclusion - Outlook

• After LSST we will have huge needs to measure spectra. Low resolution 
spectra could be very valuable. 

• MKIDs are a possible technological solution for this. R&D needed in 
sensor, DAQ and cryogenics. 

• Next R&D step is a 10k array… but will need to increase the effort if we 
want to make real progress after that.
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MKIDs instrument for SOAR

10/28/1437

Cabling + 
cold 
electronics

300k

40k

3k

Focal plane

Magnetic 
shield


